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• 
SUMMARY 
This investigation wa conducted by the National 
Advisory Committee jor Aeronautics to tudy the pmcti-
cability oj employing heat as a means oj preventing the 
formation oj ice on airplane wings. The report relates 
es entially to technical problems regarding the extmction 
oj heat jrom the exhaust gases and it proper distribution 
over the exposed surjaces. I n this connection a epamte 
study ha been made to determine the variation oj the 
coefficient oj heat tmnsmi sion along the chord oj a Clark 
Yairjoil. 
A study oj the heat tmnsmis ion jrom the airfoil re-
veals that the local tmnsmission is very high at the leading 
edge and that it decrea es rapidly to a minimum value 
at a point located about 30 per cent back along the chord. 
Experiments on ice prevention both in the laboratory 
and in flight show conclusively that it is nece sary to 
heat only the jront portion oj the wing sUJjace to effect 
complete prevention. 
The marked variation in the heat tmnsmi sion over the 
front portion oj the wing makes the problem oj an efficient 
heat-distributing system a matter oj ome technical diffi-
culty. The actual quantity oj heat needed jor ice preven-
tion is, however, surp1'isingly small, being in the order 
oj one-tenth oj that available in the engine exhaust gases. 
The relative merits oj various methods oj ice preven-
tion by means oj heat are analyzed with the result that a 
vapor system is found to offer the most atisfactory solu-
tion, especially jor airplanes which are not constructed 
entirely oj metal. In" all-metal" designs it may be en-
tirely pmcticable to employ a direct exhaust-heating 
system. 
Experiment in flight show that a vapor-heating system 
which extracts heat jrom the exhaust and distributes it to 
the wings is an entirely practical and efficient method jor 
preventing ice jormation. 
A narrow slot on the upper surface located about one-
tenth oj the chord length jrom the leading edge is employed 
in the e tests jor the purpose oj collecting the water which 
would otherwise blow back and jreeze ajt oj the heated 
leading edge. The tests seem to indicate, however, that 
this slot may not be e sential. 
INTRODUCTIO 
Formations of ice occurring on aircraft are most 
prominent and detrimental on the wing urface. 
Accumulations on the propeller are probably almo t 
always concentrated near the hub and are generally 
small and cause little trouble (except in case of air-
ships where small pieces of ice are thrown into the 
envelope). Some ice, of COUl'se, forms on wire, 
struts, tail surfaces, and other appendages; on airplane 
which have several bay with numerous members in 
the air stream creating a large para ite drag, thi item 
is likely to become of some consequence. Modern 
. design, however, tend toward the removal of the e 
extraneous structure, and it is generally conceded 
that the elimination of ice formation on the wing will 
practically nullify the factors which usually cau e a 
forced landing. 
The various factors causing i e formations on air-
planes in flight have been di cu sed in earlier report 
(reference 3 and 4) and will not be repeated here. 
However, orne point may be brought out which have 
a bearing on this particular investigtl,tion. Experience 
ha shown that there exist two extreme ca e of ice 
formation apparently differing widely in nature. The 
formation cau ed by comparatively large drop in an 
air temperature lightly below the freezing point is 
known a glaze ice. It OCCUl' frequently and builds 
up rapidly in the form of an irregular tran parent 
coating. At temperatures much below freezing the 
exi ting drop are u ually much malleI' and greatly 
l.mdercooled. They freeze in tantly on hitting the 
airfoil and form a whitish regular coating called rime, 
which build up slower than the glaze ice and has ales 
detrimental effect on the aerodynamic characteristics 
of the airfoil . 
Experiments conducted under reference 4 showed 
that ice accumulated only at or near the leading edge. 
onsequently, the objects of the pre ent investigation 
were to determine the practicability of heating only 
the front portion of the wing and to determine the 
quantity of heat needed for thi purpose. 
The utilization of engine-exhau t heat as a means of 
preventing the formation of ice on aircraft present a 
possibility that has been under discussion for some 
time. Several other methods have been investigated 
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as po ibilitics in the last few year, but most of them 
have merely resulted in es tablishing the conclusion 
that there exists no simple means of preventing ice 
formation on all'plane parts. The use of engine-ex-
haust heat has naturally been about the last method to 
be studied, because of the necessary complications in 
design, construction, and operation which such a 
method suggest . 
The design of a practical heating system which will 
maintain the exposed surface of a wing at a sufficient 
temperature to prevent or remove ice form ation 
entails a study of the convection of heat from an 
airfoil . Some investigations of this nature have 
already been conduct d by other both in regard to ice 
prevention and in connection wi th wing-radiator 
systems. (Referenc es 1, 2, and 3.) 
In reference 2 are many curves obtained from test 
on an R. A. F. 26 wing section to determine the dis-
tribu tion of heat transmis ion around the en tire sur-
face. The test model was divided into a great many 
sections, and thereby a very detailed repre entation of 
the heat tran mission was obtained. The results 
show conclusively that the transmission of heat at 
the tip of the leading edge is very high compared to 
the rest of the surface. A the R. A. F. 26 section is 
very thin, these results are not directly applicable to 
the comparatively thick sections which are more 
widely used in thi country. In addition, the model 
used was small, making the extrapolation of the 
results to full scale uncertain . 
In reference 3 are given re ul ts of an investigation of 
the transmis ion of heat from several small strut sec-
tions te ted in a wind tunnel under ice-forming con-
ditions. Although obtained at very low Reynolds I 
Numbers, the re ults seem to indicate that there is 
sufficient heat in the exhaust of the average engine to 
keep ice off the wings . The tests were made primarily 
to estimate the he!:1t required to keep the entire 
surface of a wing sufficiently heated to prevent the 
formation of ice thereon. From a practical viewpoint, 
however, it is obvious that any design which would 
provide for heating the entire wing, regardle of 
method, would not only be excessively heavy, but 
would also involve such radical change in wing 
construction that its adaptation to present aircraft 
woulel be very difficult, and it is doubtful if the bene-
fits derived thel'efrOlll would be con idered as justi-
fIable. 
This report i divided into two part. Part I is 
essentially a theoretical discussion of the question of 
heat transfer in general, and also includes an experi-
mental study of variations in the heat transfer coeffi -
cients along the chord of a Clark Y airfoil. Such a 
study is not only of a istance in the development of 
apparatu for ice prevention, but may be of interest 
in connection with wing radiators and in other studies 
that are concerned with the flow of air about an 
airfoil. 
Part II deals with the extraction and distribution of 
engine exhaust heat necessary to prevent the accu-
mulation of ice on the leading edge of an airplane wing, 
together with the study and design of a suitable collec-
tor to remove the water drops as' they are blown back 
from the heated area. 
This inve tigation 
Advi ory Committee 
Field, Va. 
was made by the ational 
for Aeronautics at Langley 
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PART I 
HEAT TRANSMISSION ON AIRFOILS 
Theoretical discussion of the heat transmission.-
In a liquid flowing at a high velocity past a hot body 
which is completely immer ed there exists a thin layer 
along the surface of the body in which the tempera-
ture gradient normal to the surface is rather great. 
Outside of this boundary layer the flow of energ-y 
from one particle to another is entirely negligible. 
It appears that Oberbeck (reference 5) was the first 
investigator to analyze this problem. He combined 
equations of motion of the fluid with the differential 
equation of the heat flow. His results are, however, 
only applicable in certain simple ca e . 
The similarity between the problem of heat iran -
mis ion and the problem of fluid friction presen ts 
it elf at once. It is known from aerodynamic con-
iderations that the flows are similar if the Reynolds 
Nllmber are equal. If the fluid flows are similar we 
must obviou ly expect a certain imilarity aloin the 
heat flows. 
A rational ba is for work on heat tran mi sion 
(reference 6) was created by I us elt. He howed 
that by considerinO' solely the dimen ions of the differ-
ential equationa it was possible to obtain very impor-
tant and u eful information. He found that it i 
unnece sary to con ider the effect on the heat trans-
mlS IOn of each of the variable factor ; hi analy i 
showed that such factors alway would appear in 
certain nondimensional combinations or "Kenn-
groe sen." If the effect of one of these factors i 
measured the effect of the remaining factors of the 
group can be predicted. Nus elt confirmed hi 
analysis by numerou tests. 
The case i particularly simple for diatomic gase . 
The heat transmission coefficient for a body in an ail' 
stream flowing at a certain angle relative to the body 
is given by the formula (reference 7) 
(I) 
where 
a-the heat transmission coefficient 
Am-the conductivity of the air in the middle of the 
temperature range 
l-a representative dimension 
Pm-the ayerage density of the medium 
Jim-the ayerage Ylscosity of the medium 
Vo-the velocity of the fluid at a great distance from 
the body. 
The form of the function f lllust, however, be fOlmd 
by experiment for each type of body and for each 
direction of the flow. We are mostly concerned with 
two-dimen ional flow. In this case the variables are 
the cro section of the body and the angle of some 
representative line measured relative to the direction 
of flow. 
The implest case is that of a circular cylinder 
becau e no direction relative to the two-dimensional 
£low need be specified. N ussel t found from a series of 
tests by Hughe the equation 
a =0.067 Am (1273 + dVo pm) 0.716 (II) 
d Jim 
where d i the diameter of the tube. Thi value of a 
represent an average for the entire cylinder. The 
tran mi ion on the front of the cylinder is actually 
much greater than that on the rear. 
The question of the local heat tran mission i 
rather e ential in connection with the subject matter 
of thi report. It is to be expected that the heat 
tran mi sion for a particular point on a complex body 
i quite different from the average value. 
In the te ting of airfoil there exi t no known rela-
tion between the value of the heat tran mis ion for 
the various angles of attack. All that can be con-
cluded from the theory of Nu selt is that the heat 
tran mi ion in each case is a (different) function of 
the Reynolds Number; the airfoil at various angles of 
attack mu t in each ca e be considered a a different 
body. onsequently mea urements mu t be made at 
everal angle of attack. 
A the velocity of flow near the leading edge is some-
what greater than the velocity of translation, and as 
the boundary layer here i thin, the rate of heat trans-
fer in this region is greater than that for the remainder 
of the airfoil. 
We will also, at this point, call attention to a condi-
tion which is of particular interest in connection with 
the que tion of ice formation . There occurs an adia-
batic e;\--pan ion of the air flowing along the upper sur-
face of an airfoil, which results in a considerable 
temperature drop. Thi drop expressed by the 
relation 
dT k-l T 
dp=-k- p 
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If the pressure drop corre pond to q, which at 100 
mile per hour is about 5 inches of water , we obtain 
for condition at the freezing point 
This temperature drop is not at all negligible. It 
has been shown (reference 8) that a pre ure difference 
of appro).'i.mately 24q per radian, with the angle mea -
ured from the ideal angle of attack, occur between 
the upper and lower urface of the average airfoil at 
a point located very close to the leading edge. The 
ideal angle of attack i defined as the angle at which 
no pressure difference exists at the leading edge . 
If the airplane is operating at but 20 beyond the 
ideal angle of attack, this pressure difference amount 
below freezing the condition mentioned above becomes 
doubly important. The differential temperature at 
the point referred to may be very great compared 
with that of the remainder of the airfoil. 
It ha been hown in earlier experiments (reference 
4) that ice u ually forms on the upper surface near 
the leading edge. A soon a the formation is started 
its poor aerodynamic properties will give ri e to exce -
ive local velocitie . There is a tendency to extend 
the formation in a rearward direction probably owing 
to a greater velocity and a resulting lower temperature 
existing just behind the peaks of the proj ecting ridges. 
Apparatus and methods .- To determine the quan-
tity of heat nece sary to maintain the urface of an 
airplane wing at a temperature sufficient to prevent 
the formation of ice thereon and to obtain general 
information about the distribu tion of the heat trans-
FIGURE I.- Model ror experiments on heat transmission 
Lo 0.85q at 100 miles pCI' hour. The adiabatic tem-
perature drop on the upper surface i thus of the order 
of 10 F. Thi temperature drop thus occurs at nOT1nal 
conditions. A the airplane become loaded "vith ice 
the angle of attack must be increa ed accordingly, 
resulting in a rapidly increa ing temperature eh·op. 
It is worth notice that the lowest temperature occur 
where the velocity i greatest, which means that the 
greatest temperature difference occur at the very 
point where the rate of heat transfer is the greatest. 
The boundary layer ju t above the center of curva-
ture i , in addition, exceedingly thin. 
It is known that dangerous ice formation occur 
most frequently at temperature very near the freez-
ing point . With the air temperature only sliO'htly 
mission around the surface of an airfo il , te ts we re 
made on a heated model in a wind tunnel. 
It was not considered necessary to make a point-to-
point urvey of the heat tran mission, as we were 
in teres ted principally in the total heat required for a 
certain portion of the leading edge. Such tests, how-
ever, would probably be of considerable theoretical 
interest in connection "vith the effect of the leading-
edge curvature on the ma)''1mum rate of heat t ran -
mi sion and it relation to the airfoil efficiency. 
For these tests an electrically heated, solid brass 
wing (fiO'. 1) was con tructed in four separate ections 
for the purpo e of mea uring the quan tity of heat 
necessary to maintain a certain temperature difference 
between the urface of each section and the air tream. 
I 
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FW UHE 2.-ExperimentaJ airfoil mounted in wind tunnel 
These sections were eparated by wooden trip to 
minimize conduction from one to the other. A lark 
Y ection was chosen for the e te t a being fairly 
representative of mo t wing ection u ed in thi 
country. The wing had a pan of llX inche and 
chord of 10 inc he. It was upported in the air tream 
brtwcen large end platr (fig . 2) , employed to approach 
the condition of two-dimcn ional now. 
The leading edge ection of the airfoil ( ection 1) 
was designed to include about 12 per cent of the chord. 
It wa found from earlier experiments that thi i a 
far back a ice form and i therefore the part abou t 
which information on heating j of particular impor-
tance. The other ection were arranged a hown in 
the photograph in Figure 1 and in the diagram in 
Figure 15. Two holes were drilled through each ec-
tion in the direction of the pan: a large one to accom-
modate an electric heating element and a mall one to 
accommodate a thermocouple. 
Each heating element con isted of ichl'ome wire 
wound around a small Alundwn rod. The elements 
were packed at both ends with a be tos to upport 
them centrally and to reduce heat 10 . The wires 
upplying current to the e element were led out of 
the air stream through hollow struts a shown in 
Figure 2. The power was taken from a llO-volt 
direct-curren ource and the input to each section 
controlled by a eparate rheo tat. A wiring diagram 
of the heat-control apparatus is shown in Figure 3, and 
I/O v 
D. G. , 
R , 
FIGURE 3.-Wiring diagram of arrangement for heat control 
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a photograph of the entire external in tallation is 
shown in Figure 4. 
A copper-constantan thermocouple unit wa placed 
in the small hole in each ection, 0 that the hot junc-
tion was at a point approximately at the mid pan of 
the airfoil. The cold junctions were pIa ed in the free 
air stream about 6 inches away from the end plates. 
The four thermocouple were made of heavy wire and 
connected to a millivoltmeter by mercury switches to 
reduce as far as pos ible the total resistance of the 
circuit. 
The test were made in the model of the full- cale 
wind tunnel at the Langley Memorial Aeronautical 
Laboratory. This tunnel has a jet 2 by 4 feet and a 
maximum ail' velocity of about 82 miles pel' hour with 
a velocity variation across the test section of less than 
l}~ per cent. A Pitot tube mounted at a single tation 
was used to indicate the air velocity. 
The essential requirements in this tudy of heat con-
vection are: first, the maintenance of a uniform tem-
perature of the airfoil surface; second, the maintenance 
and measurement of a definite temperature difference 
FIGURE 4.- Contro(group of wind tunnel set-up 
For purposes of providing a check on the accuracy 
of the results and for comparison, tests were also made 
on a bra cylinder which had a surface area approxi-
mately equal to that of the front ection of the airfoil. 
This cylinder was thirteen-sixteenths inch outside 
diameter and had a wall thickness of one-eighth inch. 
It was mounted between the end plate and heat d in 
a manner similar to that of the airfoil. The hot 
junction of the thermocouple in this ca e was attached 
directly to the outside surface of the cylinder_ Aside 
from this, the cylinder set-up was identical with that 
of the airfoil. 
between the airfoil surface and the air stream; and 
third, the measurement of the energy output due to 
heat dissipation from the airfoil. 
The maintenance of a uniform temperature over the 
surface of each section (fig. 1) was accomplished by 
making each section of solid metal. The conductivity 
of heat throughout the entire mass of each section was 
so great compared to the convection of heat from the 
surface that the temperature gradient throughout the 
mass was negligible. For this reason a thermocouple 
placed practically anywhere inside the section will 
record satisfacto'rily the temperature of the surface of 
that section. 
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The use of thermocouples a a method of temperature 
measurement was in thi ca e palt i ul arly advan ta-
geo us, and it was fo und possible by the use of a sensitive 
millivoltmeter to keep the error of measul'ement within 
0.7° F . By empioying it working temperature of 
about 54° F. above that of the air str am the errol' of 
measurement was Ie than 1.3 pel' cen t. 
As i the case of mo t heat tran mission mea ure-
ment, considerable time wa required to obtain 
Lemperature equilibrium. The heat ab orbed by the 
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FI(JUItE V.- Hale of beat transmission for cylinder (''Ii. in. O. D .). Lower 
cur ve shows values calculated from formula by N usselt 
capacity i quite con iderable, and appreciable inac-
curacy may result if the ondition of temperature 
equilibrium is not a t tained . Errors du e to thi cause 
limited the actual test accuracy to about 3 per cent. 
Tran fer of heat between the individual ections was 
prevented by maintaining all ections at the am e tem-
perature. The heat los through the wooden enc! 
piece to the end pl ate was negligible. H ence the 
measured input in watts to each section wa consid ered 
to be emitted by that section to the air tl'eam alone. 
T ests on the cylinder were made wi th the thermo-
co uple located in a front as well as in a real' po ition to 
disclose any temperature difference due to insufficient 
conductivity of the walls . 
Tests and results.- During all test the temperature 
of each of the fo ur ec tion of the wing model and of the 
cylinder was held to a con tan t value of very nearly 
54° F . above that of the air stream. Thi s temperature 
wa low enough to justify neO'lecting the radiation and 
high enough to obtain sufficien t acc uracy . 
~o 40 50 60 70 80 90 
Velocity, m.p.h. 
FI(;l:nE 1O.- Hute of hent transm ission for section 1 of ai rfoil and the cy linder 
(t he surface area of both arc equal) 
T e Ls wel'O made at velocit.ies yarying between 40 
and 0 mil e pel' h OLl I' for [our angles of attack; namely, 
0°, 6°, 12°, and 1 0 . 
The data from these te ts are given in graphical 
form . (Fig. 5 to 8. ) The input (01' outpu t) a 
measured in watt was conver ted to Bri tish thermal 
unit pel' hour per square foot per F ahrenheit degree, 
and repre ent the convection of heat from the airfoil 
surface to the air stream. 
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In Figure 9 the heat tran mission i plotted against 
air velocity for the cylinder. One curve i shown for 
the front and one for the rear location of the thermo-
couple. The average curve shown i used for further 
comparisons. 
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FIGURE I3.-Rate of heat transmission from the airfoil for section 4 
Figure 10 to 13 how aero s plo t of th preyiou 
curves in which the heat tran fer of each eeti n i 
shown at variou angle of attack. The cylinder curve 
is plotted along with that of section 1 because thi 
section , as mentioned, is of main importance as regards 
ice formation. 
Figure 14 how a plot of curve for both the airfoil 
as a whole at different angle of attack and for the 
cylinder. . 
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Figure 15 how curve of the heat transmi ion aL 
various angle of attack plotted again t the chord or 
the wing section. The plotted points represr:mt the 
average value obtained for each section plotted in 
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the middle of each. Hence the curve do not give 
a very correct conception of the local heat distribution , 
FIGURE 15.-Rate or beat t ransmi ion along chord or Clark Y airroil at 
various angles or attack. Velocity=8.'i rn. fl . h. 'I'he curves Rre based on 
average values obtained ror each section 
particularly for section 1, where the rela tive change 
are great: They do, however , indicate the general 
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hange in C'ooling efl'e ts a the angle of attaC'k is 
increased . 
Figur s 16 and 17 are curves of heat transfer again t 
velocity plotted logarithmically for ection 1, for the 
cylinder, and for the entire airfoil . These graphs were 
of assi t ance in determining the constants c and n 
defined by the customary relation a = C Vn. 
Discussion of results,---The test of the cylindrical 
tu be were included partly to provide a check of the 
general accuracy of the tests and partly to provide a 
convenient basis of comparison for the airfoil tests. 
The curve for the cylinder obtained in Figure 9 i , for 
1:,he latter rea on, replotted in Figure 10, 14, and 16. 
In Figure 9 i also hown the curve obtained from 
formula (I) by us elt. This curve lies about 20 per 
cent below the curve obtained from the pipe tes ts . In 
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view of the greatly diverging result obtained by the 
dift'erent experimenters, the agreement may be con-
idered ati factory. It mu t be noted that the prob-
lem of heat tran mi ion i omewhat similar to the 
measurement of drag on bodie of poor aerodynamiC' 
shape; the 1'e ult will evidently depend on the initial 
turbulenC'e and on other unknown fa tor . 
It will be ob erved from Figure 10 that the heat 
transmi ion of the fron t ection (1) at normal angl , 
f attack of the airfoil is only slightly Ie than that of 
th cylinder and becomes equal to it at an angle of 
t 
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attack of approJl:i.mately 18° . The dimensions of 
section 1 and of the cylinder are nearly alike. 
Figure 14 show that theh at tran mis ion coefficient 
for the entire wing a t all angles of attack remains at 
about 60 per cent of the corre ponding values for the 
cylinder. Thi re ult i what could be expected in 
view of the fact that the coefficient increases as the 
linear dimension of the body decrease. The Llsselt 
pipe formula indicates that the heat tran mission 
coefficient for large value of the Reynold umber 
should be proportional to d-O.284.. 0 rational basis 
ex1. t for a comparison of an airfoil with a pipe. Some 
idea of the expected change in the heat tran rni ion 
may be obtained, however, by converting the airfoil 
to a circular cylinder of the same urface area. The 
diameter of such a circle is 7d. The heat tran mission 
coefficient is then 
Hence the coefficient of the airfoil i expected to be 
0.576 times the coefficient of th cylindrical pipe. 
The agreement is almost perfect. 
Figure 14 show, a mentioned, that the tran mi ion 
for the entire airfoil i fairly independent of the angle 
of attack. Thi re ult is very interesting, although not 
entirely convincing on the ba is of a single te t erie. 
The re ults from the Briti h test (reference 2) carried 
on at lower Reynold Jumber show, however, the same 
tendency. Table IX, page 24, in this reference how 
that the value of the heat tran mission coefficient for 
the R. A. F. 26 model at 70 feet per econd change 
only from 0.805 to 0.856 kilowatt per square foot per 
100° C. when the angle of incidence is changed from 
- 0.9° to + 10.4°. 
Regarding the absolute value of the tran mission 
coefficient, however, considerable di crepancy i vi-
dent. The British tests on the heat transmi ion of 
the R. A. F. 26 show value of the coefficient which are 
on the whole approx1.mately one-half of the value 
reported in thi paper. Te t by cott (reference 3), 
on the other hand, how values which are almo t 
double. cott point out that the temperature of the 
leading edge was higher than nece ary owing to the 
fact that only a single heating element located om-
what too clo e to the leading edge wa employed, and 
that his results for this reason would be high. 
The tests mentioned are, of course, not strictly com-
parable because they were carried on with quite 
different bodies at different Reynold umber. The 
discrepancies are, however, too large to be explained 
on this basi . It i probable that the initial turbu-
lence existing in the tlmnel. i of great importance. 
A tudy of the influence of the initial turbulence on 
the heat transmi ion of streamline bodie may di -
close valuable fact. 
We have shown that the heat transmission coeffi-
cient is given by equation (I) 
a = Am it(lV. Pm)' 
l JJ.m . 
It i commonly agreed that the flmction it at large 
Reynolds umbers, i sati factorily repre ented by 
the form 
( lV )n a ~ where a and n are constants. JJ.m 
We may then write 
a = a Am (lV. Pm)' n 
l }J.m (III) 
The coefficient n lie omewhere between 1 and 0.5. 
The re ults from different experiment are, however 
greatly at variance a to the exact value. In the 
present inve tigation the only variable studied was 
the velocity Vo. 
The value obtained for the constants, c and n, in 
the equation a = C Vn, are given in Table r. These 
value are obtained by mean of the logarithmic plots 
in Figure 16 and 17. Hi ob erved that the exponen t 
n for the entire air'foil lies in the range 0.73 to 1.0. 
Th exponent n for section 1, fl.l 0 given in Table I, 
is much 10\ er, tarting at 0.60 for 0° and increa ing 
gradually with the angle to 0.85 at 18°. These value 
are in perfect agreement with the value given in re-
feren e 2 for trip 1 near the leading edge. The fa t 
that the exponent is clo e to 0.5 indicate that the flow 
i nearly laminar. 
Estimate of heat required to prevent ice formation 
on full -sized airplane wings.- Fr m Figure 22 it is 
found that the heat tran mi sion coefficient at 0 
mile per hour is 22 B . L. u . per quare foot per degree 
Fahrenheit. The chord of the model wing u ed is 
10 inche. An e timate of the coefficient of heat 
tran mi sion for an airplane wing having a chord of 7 
feet, a pan of 50 feet, and operating at a velocity of 0 
mile per hour i obtained in accordance with formula 
(II), u ing a value of n = 0.85. 
( 
4)-0.15 B. t. u. 
a = 22 X 10 =16.0ft.2 0F.hr. 
The heat 10 t by t,he en tire full- ized itirfoil itt, say, fI. 
10°F'. temperature difference i then 
O 000 B. t. u. I1 = 16.0 X 7 X 50 X 2 X l = 112, hr. 
or 
112,000 _ . , 2545 - 44.0 hOI epoweI. 
, 
Becau e the model te t were carried on at quite large 
Reynolds umbers, the error involved in applying 
the re ult to full scale are quite negligible. 
To heat the leading edge only, or rather a region 
corre ponding to ection 1, con tituting one- eventh 
of the entire wing surface and having a coefficient of 
heat transmis ion which is abouL 30 per cent greater 
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than the average for the wmg, a quantity of heat ' 
equivalen t to 
1 44 X ;:; X 1.3 = .2 horsepower { 
is needed to maintain a temperature of 10° F. above 
that of the air tream. 
It is shown in Part II that the proper distribution of 
this heat is a mattel'of on iderable prac tical difficulty. 
The actual quantity of heat i , however, surpri ingly 
small and no mechanical difficulty would be encoun-
tered in extracting till quantity from the engine 
exhau t by any method whatsoever. The heat avail-
able in the engine exhau t under the circumstance 
referred to is about 100 horsepower. 
At greater ve10citie the condition is till more 
favorable. The heat 10 s increases with the velocity 
in 0.5 to 1 power, while the heat available in the ex-
haust goe lip with the third power. 
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TECHNICAL STUDY OF HEAT TRANSMISSION FROM A CLARK Y AIRFOIL 
PART II 
INVE TIGATIO S 0 THE DESI GN A D OPERATIO OF I CE-P REVENTION EQUIP MENT 
Choice of heating system.-Many mothods have 
been propo ed for preventing the formation of ice on 
airplane wings by the use of heat, and among them is 
the employment of an electrical heatinO' system. The 
arrangement contemplates the use of an electric gen-
erator operated either by power from the propeller 
engine 01' from a eparate source in order to heat, by 
an electric current, a y tern 01' wires extending over 
and around the exposed urface of the airplane. 
Tbe main obj etion is tha t po\n'l' m list be generated 
by mean of a ga engine and no engine 11a a heat 
efficiency ,,-hicll exceed 25 pCI' ~ent. In addition, the 
efficiency of the generator can not be made to exceed 
o per cent, which 11lean that Ie t han one-fifth of 
the heat energy of the fuel i 'utilized, ,,'hile four-fifth 
is wasted. The efficien y is th us far below rea on-
able limits. 
For an electrical y tern to upply an alllount of 
heat comparable to that 9vailable from the exhau t, 
the additional generator enO'ine would have to be of 
about the same size a the main engine. In any ca e, 
the weight of an electrical y tern for mh purpo es 
would be exce ive and would repr ont a too erious 
10 s in pay load to justify it in tallation. 
There are everal po ible method for prev nting 
the formation of i e on airplane wing by the utiliza-
tion of \Va te heat from the engine: 
1. Direct emau t heat. 
II. Hot air heat: 
(a) In connection with air-cooled engme 
"ith forced ail' cooling. 
(b) ' Yith an ail' heater in the exh au t pipe. 
(c) A combination of (a) and (b). 
III. Vapor-heating ystem: 
(a) In connection with a water-cooled engine. 
(b) With a boiler in the exhaust pipe. 
The first and po sibly the mo t elir ct method would 
be to pipe the exhau t gase from the engine directly 
through the part to be 11eated. This method ha , 
ho\",ever, many seriou- drawbacks. The acid in the 
exhaust ga e combined with the high temperature to 
which uch pipes would be ubjected would corrode 
and weaken them and make a frequ ent rene,,'al of ih 
installation necessary. The danger from fire to an air-
plane with such an installation would be considerably 
increased as a light leakage or a break in tho hot 
piping would be almost certain to tart a fire . 
In connection with all-metal airplanes, equipped 
with a detachable leading edge, this method is appar-
ently practicable. The efficient distribution of heat 
i a matter of some difficulty, but as plenty of heat is 
available this is of minor importance. Local over-
heating should be prevented by propel' in ulation anel 
the exhau t ga houlcl. he di charged into the air 
tream at the ,,-jng tips. The arrangement wou ld 
act a a very good muffiel' . 
The econd method is the employment of a hot-air 
y tern. It i probable that this sy tern would b 
Yery conyenient in conn etion with enO'ines do igned 
to use forced air cooling. The air would be heated by 
circulating it oyer the engine and supplied to the wings 
by a fa.n circulator. The heat may, of C01ll'se, also be 
furni hed by an ail' heater in the emau t pipe. Ail' 
beaters are, however, rather clumsy and heavy and 
the proper distribution alonO' the lea.ding edge would be 
diffi cuI t . 
The ombined u e of a steam ,,-jng-radiator y tern 
for cooling the engine and heating the ",rings pre ents 
po ibilitie for future de ign. At present, however, 
the de ign of an effi ient "ing-radiator y tern which 
would b atisfactory for both cooling the engine and 
for preventing ice formation, and which would have 
adequat pro vi ion for protecting the return line from 
freezing, has not been developed and is not taken up 
in thi inve tiO'ation. 
The la"t method mentionod for utilizing wa te heat 
from the engine i the employment of a yapor-heatinCT 
ystem ,,'hich would extract heat from the exhaust 
gase and di tribute it to the \"inO' by the circulation 
of team or hot Yapor. Tho rate of heat tran mi -
ion from Yapor i \'Cry O'reat and, in addition, the 
heat i alway upplied to the colde t parts 0 that a 
tendency exi ts to keep all part at the same tempera-
ture. In con equenc ,the temperature required would 
b low and yery efficient distribution of the heat to the 
airfoil would result. The y tem could be made light, 
a uitable liquid could be u ed which would not cor-
rode the metal part, andno fire hazard need be involved . 
Wind-tunnel test on rain-catch slot.- Large rain-
drops have a considerable vertical velocity. This 
15 
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F I GU IU; I .-Model for experiments on rain·catch slots 
FlGUl!E J9.-Mid·secUon of model showing slot construction 
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velocity reaches about 25 feet per second as a limiting 
value. The relative angle of attack of the larger rain-
drops is, at 100 miles per hour, decreased by about 90 
as compared with the angle of attack of the air stream. 
It is then obvious from geometrical considerations that 
most of the water must strike the airfoil on the front 
portion of the upper surface, while the remainder of 
the airfoil, so to speak, is in a "shadow." 
Any plan to prevent the formation of ice by heating 
only the leading edge should include some means to 
remove the water which falls on the leading edge in 
order to prevent its blowing back and freezing on the 
after part of the wing. The most imple and direct 
method of removing this water appear to be the use 
of a suitable " lot " located near the leading edge. 
The following inve tigation wa made on a model to 
determine the suitable size, location, and efl'ectivene 
of such a lot. 
A Clark Y wooden airfoi l ection wa made which 
had a span of 19 inche and a chord of 24 inche . 
(Fig. 18.) Tho conteI' section of the leadiDO' edge wa 
removable (fig. 19), which permitted the insertion of 
a. variety of leading-edge and slot construction. The 
model wa mounted in a wind tunnel and a fine pray 
of water wa injected into the air tream in front of 
it. In this way the effectivene of tho lot a a mean 
of collecting the water whi h impinged on the leading 
edge could be observed. Many different shapes and 
sizes of slots were te ted with thi model. 
Slot to prOVide suction 
Upper surface slot to catch water ' " 
Lower surface slot to catch water 
FIGURE 2O.-Sketch showing details o( model used (or experiments 
on rain·catch lots 
The best ize and entrance shape for a water lot 
on the upper surface is sho'wn in the full-sized ketch 
in Figure 20. The slot leads to a hollow space inside 
the airfoil which serves to recei,e the rain water. The 
actual size of the opening i apparently in no way re-
lated to the scale of the model, but is dependent only 
on the ize of the water drops, which i the same on a 
small model as on a large one. 
Several tests were made to determine the effect of 
the location on the relative efficiency of the slot. 
Locations more than 10 per cent of the chord length 
back from the leading edge were found to be quite 
satisfactory a all the water making contact with the 
upper surface was completely removed by the slot. 
At locations clo er to the front, the air flow over the 
surface, being more violent, was found to cause the 
drops to jump across the slot. 
T he conclusion is that the slot must be 10iated as 
far back as is practicable from a design standpoint. 
The limit is given by the location of the front spar, 
which is ordinarily located about 12 per cent from the 
leading edge. 
A slot on the lower surface wa a priori not consid-
ered necessary. However, for completeness, a study 
of such a slot was made. 
It was found that no shape of slot was effective in 
removing the drops from the lower surface unle a 
mean wa proYided for drawing air into the slot by 
uction. Of the everal arrangements investigated the 
one mo t adaptable and e£fecti,e is shown in Figure 
20. The be t method for obtaining the de ired uction 
appeared to be the introduction of a ll ction slot on 
the upper llrface at a point about 13 per cent from the 
leadiD O' edge. The rain lot on the lower surface 
appeared to operate mo t ucce fully at a point about 
7 per cent from the leading edge. The operation of 
the lower lot depend yery critically on it design; 
the opening mu t be comparatively small, and the 
front tip of the covering plate must be bent inward 
slightly. 
Figure 1 how the complete a sembly of the te t 
unit equipped with both upper and lower slot, and 
Figure 19 show the detail of the center test section 
eparate from the \\ing blank. 
The practical application and construction of a slot 
on the lower surface to collect the rain water would be 
,-ery complicated, as it would nece itate the provision 
of a suction in ide the wing for it operation. uch a 
uction, if obtained by mechanical mean, would not 
only increase the weight of the airplane and introduce 
an added mechani m to be serviced but would absorb 
some of the ayailable power from the engine. If the 
suction were obtained by the employment of an addi-
tional lot on the upper surface (fig. 20), the aero-
dynamic characteri tics of the airfoil would be impaired 
and would re ult in a lower maximum lift and an 
increa ed drag. Hence further investigations were 
made to determine the practical neces ity of using a 
lower urface lot and to determine whether or not 
the re ults of thi inve tigation would be applicable 
for full- cale de ign. 
Description of apparatus for flight testing.-T he 
principal object of the following investigation were: 
(1) To obtain information on the action of a practical 
vapor-heating sy tern for the prevention of ice forma-
tion under full-scale conditions; (2) to evolve prac-
tical designs of all necessary ice-preventing equip-
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ment; and (3) to confirm tests on the general operation 
of a rain-catch lot a obtained from small model. 
The general problem re olve it elf in two parts; (1) 
The extraction of heat from the exhau t, and (2) its 
distribution to the leading edge of the wing. 
bottom of the leading edge from which iL return to 
the boiler through the drain pipe. 
A wing model employing a modified Clark Y ection 
wa u ed. A photograph of thi wing i given in Fig-
ure 22. The profile dimen ion of the forward por tion 
Steam distributor pipe .... 
-----.--- - ._--- ._- --- -------- ----------------------------~-- - --- - --------
Steam line······· 
____ ----,-- .. ~ -~:-- ~'- -~- ~ -- ~-- ~- -~-- ~- -~--~ --~- -'~ --~-- ~-- ~-i- -~'--: --: --~ . :;-- ----
Steam outlet holes' 
spaced I" opor t .~ 
". Leadlnq edqe of winq--.-' 
'Re/urn drOin 
'.'·Wafer return 
Water 
level 
(_--Steam 
FIGUnE 21.- Diagram of vapor·hea lillg sys tem 
For the e test, a mod el \v-ll O' of approximately Jull-
cale dimen ions was constru cted and mounted on an 
airplane as an au:.:iliary winO'. 
A general arrangement and a diagrammatic ketch 
of the apparatu u ed in this investigation is giycn in 
OOFcD FABRIC 
are based on a Clark Y ection with a 6-Joot cho rd . 
The section, however, \Va shortened to an actual chord 
length of 4 feet. It i obvious that the length or hapc 
of the rear portion i of small con equence in tests of 
thi nature. A 2-foot span of the model was al 0 con-
FIGURE 22.- Experimental wing for flight testing 
Figure 21. A small boiler is shown inserted in the ex-
hau t pipe. The steam passe through the conducting 
pipe and enters the leading edge of the wing section by 
mean of a steam distributor pipe equipped with mall 
hole as shown. The conden ed team collect at the 
sidered uffi cient. The forward or leading edge por-
tion of the wing wa con true ted eparately of thin 
metal and is show'll detached in the lower photograph 
of FigUl'e 22. Two relief valves, not seen in the photo-
graph, were built into the end of the metal ection, one 
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to protect the wing from bur ting due to pos ible ex-
cessive steam pre ures and one to prevent collapse of 
the wing from low condensation pre sures. The upper 
slot, as shown in the photograph, merely leads into a 
separate chamber and is not connected in any 
way to the steam supply chamber. A mall 
drain pipe leads out from thi reces and acts 
as an exit for the water which is collected by 
the slot. The slot i located 11 per cent of 
the chord length back from the leading edge 
(based on a 6-foo t chord). The metal leading-
edge section is attached to the wing a hown 
in the upper photograph of Figure 22. The 
tu be that is shown just aft of the drain pipe 
is merely a mounting for the support of the 
model on the airplane. 
The boiler is of welded sheet iron equipped 
wi th a single 3-ineh Ii re tu be and is de igned 
to be inserted directly into the exhau t 
manifold. (Fig. 23.) The length of the 
boiler is only 3 inches, and its liquid ca-
pacity is about 1 pint. 
The morlel wing and the boiler were 
mounted on a Fairchild monoplane a shown 
in the photograph. (Fig. 24 .) The boiler 
I in to the main steam line and termillate at the 
bottom of the boiler in the manner indicated by 
the sketch in Figure 2l. A steam pressure gauge 
facing the cabin is mounted on the upper part 
FIGURE 23.- Experimental boiler lor night testing 
FIGtJRE 24.- Experimen taJ installation on airplane 
and the steam line were carefully in ulated. The 
water return line runs from the drain eock on 
the lower left-hand corner of the leading edge down 
of the team pipe. Thi gauge was u ed to a sist 
in checking the operation of the system while in 
flight. 
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For the purpose of reproducing atmospheric condi-
tions artificially, a water-spraying y tem wa included 
as part of the equipment. The spraying jet were 
mounted about 4 feet in front of the wing. The com-
pressed air and water supply necessary for its operation 
were installed in the cabin. 
The fir t team distributor pipe in talled in the 
model con isted of a I -inch pipe extending about two-
thirds of the pan equipped with a few large ide 
openings placed at random along the pipe. I t waS 
found that the steam di t ribution wa very poor, con-
densation taking pIa e only near the poin t of en try and 
along part of the upper urface. 
An excellent di tribution wa obtained by the di -
tributing pipe shown in Figure 21. This pipe extends 
all along the span, i clo ed at the far end, and i 
equipped with X6-inch hole equally spaced along 
the entire length. The hole are small enough to give 
the steam con iderable velocity and are located 0 a 
to direct it onto the particular part of the leading edge 
where the greate t heat tran mis ion occur. It was 
found that the re ulting temperature of the entire 
front section wa a.lmo t uniform. 
o ice formed at any time on the leading edge, and 
the ail' temperature at which tests were made went 
as low as I 0 F. which i well below the range encoun-
tered in normal ice tonn. 
Tests and results .- In choosing the proper liquid 
to use in the boiler, everal thing are worthy of con-
sideration. A liquid having a fairly low boiling tem-
perature is to be de ired. The total heat withdrawn 
from the exhau t pipe and di tributed to the wing will 
be nearly con tant irre pective of the liquid in the 
boiler. But the efficient distribution of the heat over 
the wing surf ace does depend to a certain exten t on 
the liquid u ed. 
The higher the boiling temperature of the liq uid the 
more difficult i the design of the distributing y tern. 
Low temperature vapors tend to distribute them elves 
evenly over the entire s\'1l'fa e while high temperature 
vapors tend to conden e at the very point they trike 
the cold ~face. 
The freezing temperature of the liquid i of impor-
tance in connection with the possible freezing of the 
return line in flight and freezing of the boiler when not 
III use . 
The next consideration in the choice of a liquid is 
its combustibility. The boiler, being in direct con-
tact with the exhaust pipe, renders the u e of a com-
bustible liquid quite dangerous in case of a cra h or a 
leak in the boiler. 
A fourth desirable but not important characteri tic 
of a boiler liquid i a low pecific weight, as an ordinary 
plane will probably require from 3 to 5 gallons. 
The fifth and final consideration concerns the choice 
of a liquid which will not corrode nor rust the metal 
parts. 
Several different liquids were tested in the apparatus 
under flight conditions . 
The heat distribution obtained with water was 0 
poor in connection with the e>..'isting supply sy tem 
that its further u e was not considered. In addition, 
the return line froze repeatedly. 
Alcohol, on the other hand, showed an almost perfect 
distribution be au e of its low boiling temperature, but 
owing to it combu tibility the employment of pure 
alcohol is not recommended. 
Carbon tetrachloride wa also con idered, owing to 
its noncombustibility and low boilinO' and freezing 
points. Although the heat distribution wa ju t a 
good a that obtained with the alcohol, it was found 
that it exhibited a trong corrosive action owing to the 
formation of hydrochloric acid. Owing to this action 
and also to its exce ive weight, the u e of carbon-
tetrachloride is not recommended. 
A further study revealed no other liquid uitable 
1'01' the purpo e, a nearly all liquids having a low 
boiling point are either cOlTosiYe or combu tible . 
1\lixtures of water and pure alcohol in a proportion 
of 2: 1 were tried next. The distribution of the heat 
in the \\ring was found to be just a good as that 
obtained with alcohol alone, owing to the fact that only 
alcohol is evaporated, while the main part of the water 
remains in the boiler. 0 freezing of the return line 
occurred. The fire hazard, due to the alcohol vapor 
in the main wing, i probably negligible. Te t on 
this mixture appear to be ati factory in every re pe t, 
and it is recommendecl for practical use. 
Flight tests, made with the rain-catch slot clo ed, 
showed that a ] ortion of the water striking the moclel 
froze in ridge extending in the direction of the chord 
from behind the heated ection to the trailing edge . 
It was evident that a considerable portion of the water 
left the airfoil at the trailing edge without freezing. 
As all of the water froze at the leading edO'e in imilar 
test performed on the unheated wing, the conclu ion 
i that sufficient heat is imparted to the water in 
passing the heated front section to prevent a portion 
of it from freezing on the rear part. Part of the water 
freezes, however, a mentioned, but the formation wa 
found to be rather loosely attached to the airfoil urface 
and actually blew off as oon as the ridges reached a 
thickness of about one-half inch. This action was 
rather surprising, a it is well known that the ice which 
forms on the leading edge i very firmly attached to 
the surface. The forces of adhesion are, in fact, 
usually so great that the only apparent explanation 
which can be offered to accollllt for the phenomenon 
is that the rather violent vibrations of the aU'foil fabric 
along the rear section are sufficiently intense to break 
up the initial thin layer of ice into separate cry tal. 
As the ice builds up on top of this initial layer, the 
air forces which tend to sep'arate it from the surface 
become greater. It was found that a temporary 
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increase in the angle of attac}c would hasten the 
removal. 
The above-mentioned tests were performed to decide 
whether or not the slot could be dispensed with. The: 
results indicate that it is quite likely that a slot will 
not be required on fabric-covered wings. It is prob-
able that a slot will be necessary in connection with 
an all-metal wing, since the intensity of the vibrations 
of the covering i much less. 
Tests made with the slot open showed conclusively 
that almost no water pa sed across the slot. Momen-
tarily a few drops jumped across the gap when the 
angle of attack of the wing wa decrea ed below that 
prevalent in this section of the country it has in only 
a few cases been possible to conduct full-scale tests 
under natural ice-forming conditions. In lieu of such 
tests, the spray system was employed. The spray 
produced drops which apparently varied in size from 
fme fog particles to light raindrops. The time of 
exposure of the droplets to the cold air was entirely 
too short to permit the extraction of much heat from 
the droplets. Consequently, all formations obtained 
were of the glaze ice type. Figure 25 is a photograph 
of a formation of ice obtained on the leading edge with 
the wing cold. The formation appears to be not 
unlike the glaze ice obtained on wings in natural ice 
FIGURE 25.- I ce format ion obtained with spray on unheated wing 
for crm mg peed. The waLeI' collected by the lot 
was drained off by the e:xit provided. In general, it 
may be said that the slot on the upper urface i 
entirely effective in eliminating any formation of ice 
on the afterpart of the wing. 
As previously tated, no slot was provided on the 
lower surface, and in none of these tests were any 
appreciable formation of ice observed underneath the 
wing. Only a comparatively mall fraction of the 
total water striking the wing was ob erved to follow 
the lower surface. 
Unfortunately, owing to the weather conditions 
torm. I otice the eparate deposits from each of 
the two jet. 
Th only way in which the choice of a praying 
device might a.ffect any of the results and conclusions 
deriv d from the e te ts would be in connection with 
the efficiency of the rain-catch slot. Large drops were 
not obtained with this spray, but by flying the ship in 
actual rainstorms supplementary information on the 
e!Iect of larger drop on the efficiency of the lot wa 
ecured. Observations on the performance of the slot 
in natural rain revealed, in general, that the slot effi-
ciency decreases as the drop size increases. 
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This effect is prob ably due to the greater relative 
"angle of attack" of the larger drops with re pect; t;o 
the wing. It i qui te possible that orne of the larger 
drop, which have an appreciable downward velocity, 
trike the wing even aft of the lo t. 
It was ea ily observed tha t greater quantities of 
water would pa the slot at low angles of attack. In 
fact, at low angle all the water apparently bridged the 
slot, while at high angles no water could be seen to 
cros the gap . 
In all tests wit;h the spray which gave small drops, 
t;he operation of t;h e slot was almo t perfect;, 
A large drop are seldom encount;ered in ice st;orm , 
it is concluded that the efficiency of the slot 'will be, in 
general, satisfact;ory. 
Metal 
leading ... 
edge 
Steam distributor .. ·..: 
~'('Iater return 
prevention of the formation of ice on the en tire leadin g 
edge of any full-sized airplane a preelict;ed on the 
basi of the tests in Part 1. 
Proposed designs.- The practical design and appli-
cat;ion of a vapor-heating y tern for preventing ice 
formation on airplanes would, of cour e, depend on 
the type of airplane and it const;ructional details . It 
can not be expected that such equipment can be de-
igned for installation on all the existing types of air-
planes, especially not on those equipped with slots or 
ot;her such devices. 
The type of airplane which is particularly adaptable 
to a vapor-heating system i the high-wing monoplan e. 
With thi type the lower surface of the wing generaliy 
tapers downwards from the tip to the root;: thu a 
Steam distributor . ., 
FIGURE 26.- Diagram of suggested layout for biplane installation 
The exhaust pipe boiler u eel in the e te t;s wa of 
very elemen tary design and wa not; in tended to be 
very efficien t. An es timate of the efficiency, however, 
was obtained by mea uring the temperature drop of 
the exhaust pipe, due to the ab orp tion of heat by the 
liquid. The average efficiency of the boiler was found 
to be approximately 7U per cen t. 
In conclu ion, therefore, a boiler with a single fire 
tube 3 inches long, extract;ing only 7U pel' cent of the 
available exh au t h eat from bu t; four out of the nine 
cylinders of the engine, preven ted successfully the for-
mation of ice on a full-sized leading edge 2 feet; in 
1 ngth . It is qui te reasonable to expect, therefore, 
that a wa te-ga boiler of ordinary de ign and of aver-
age efficiency would be more than sufficient; for the 
natural drainage of the conden ate to the center ec-
tion is provided. Also, in a high-wing monoplan 
with the boiler located under the fuselage, the head 
of water between the wmg and the boiler i , in all 
cases, sufficient to permit the proposed u e of gravi ty 
feed. 
In the case of a biplane the return system would be 
omewhat more complicated. T o create a ufficien t 
flow of steam out of t;he small holes in the steam dis-
tribu tor pipe for adequate dist;ribu tion to t;he leading 
edge, the pres ure in the boiler should be approximately 
2 pounds pel' square inch. This corre pond to a heael 
of water of about 5 feet. If thi head i not available, 
as i the case in the lower wing of a biplane, it would 
be neces ary t;o install in the return line a pecial pump 
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to overcome the boiler pre sure. The power required 
would be negligible. 
In case the wing ystem has no dihedral, it would be 
necessary to provide for drainage of the condensate 
from several points to prevent the formation of water 
pockets along the leading edge. 
Figme 26 is a diagrammatic sketch showing a sug-
ge ted layout of a vapor heating system adapted to a 
biplane. The boiler is shown mounted directly under 
the fuselage (upper view). The leading edge of each 
of the three wing panel i connected to the boiler by 
a eparate steam line. A there is no dihedral angle 
to the upper wing, three water retmn basins are pro-
vided, one in the center and one at each tip. A drain 
pipe is provided for the center basin which leads 
directly into the bottom of the boiler. The drain 
pipe for the wing tip basins, however, are hown 
attached to the N strut and empty into the leading 
edge of the lower wing. In thi way a large part of 
j,he conden ate from the upper wing will return to the 
boiler through the lower wings. Owing to the dihedral 
Clark Y 
winq 
sectIOn 
A 
FIGURE 27.-DiagrammaLic design oC vapor-healed leading edge 
angle of the lower wing , the condensate naturally will 
drain toward the fuselage. The boiler feed pump in 
the lower wing retmn line i not hown in the diagram. 
In the lower diagram (fig. 26) i shown a pos ible ar-
rangement for by-pa ing the exhaust around the 
boiler. The by-pas valve should be operated by the 
boiler pres ure. In this way, the boiler pre sure will 
be controlled, the heat upplied to the wing will be 
fairly con tant, and no pre ure relief valve will be 
necessary. 
Figure 27 is a suggestive diagram howing the gen-
eral leading edge construction of a wing arranged for 
vapor heating. The con truction as shown, with the 
exception of the rain slot, i not unlike that u ually 
employed for metal wings. The entire con truction, 
including the covering, can be made of duralumin. 
Referring to the diagram: A, B, C, and R are menbers 
of the rib tructure. 0 i a light plate which erve 
. everal purposes: it stiffens the lower cap trip ; pre-
vent any possible surging of the condensate; serve 
as a gusset plate for the lower junction of members 
B, C, and R ; and supports the steam distributor pipe S. 
This pipe runs the entire length of the wing and ha a 
eries of mall holes, in the position shown, to direct 
the steam onto the leading edge, and is supported and 
fastened on the plate D by a strap. There may, of 
cour e, be several · ways to provide drainage of the 
condensate along the no e, but the drain shown in the 
figure does not cut into the cap strip, although an 
inside drain is naturally more satisfactory from an 
aerodynamic standpoint. A rain-catch slot W is also 
shown in the diagram, although, as previously di -
cussed, such a slot may not be necessary on all wing . 
There should be no communication whatever between 
the pace in the slot snd that in the leading edge, 
because the leading edge space must be entirely in-
closed to prevent loss of steam or vapor. The slo t 
is interrupted by the cap strip of each rib for structural 
reasons, but thi will not interfere noticeably with it 
operation. The par i insulated from contact with 
the vapor in the leading edge by a thin metal covering 
which mll t be ealed at all points to prevent leakag 
of vapor. The rib members A and B clamp the whole 
leading edge onto the par and must be strong enough 
to with tand all leading edge load 
CONCLUSIONS 
The most e ential result obtained from this study 
i the fact that ample heat i available both in the ex-
hau t and in the cooling water for the purpo e of ice 
prevention. 
An analy is of the po ible methods for preven ting 
ice formation howed that the employment of a vapor-
heating y tern (or of a direct exhau t-heating system 
in connection with all-metal airplane) offers the most 
convenient and promi ing solution. 
The experiment showed that a vapor-heating system 
u ing a mixture of water and alcohol is an entirely 
practicable method, facilitating, in particular, the 
correct heat distribution to the wing surface. 
It wa found that it i ufficient to heat only the 
front portion to preven t in fact the formation of ice 
on the entire wing. 
It wa found that the ice, which formed on the rear 
portion of a cloth-covered wing by water blowing back 
from the heated leading edge, was attached rather 
100 ely to the surface and did not build up to any ap-
preciable extent before it blew off. 
The conclu ion i drawn, however, that a mall slo t 
may be nece ary on the upper surface behind the 
heated ection to collect the rain water, particularly 
in connection with all-metal wing. The operation 
and efficiency of uch lot have been carefully exam-
ined . It was found that the efficiency of the slot in 
collecting water i decrea ed greatly if it location is 
Ie than one-tenth of the chord length from the lead-
ing edge. A slot on the lower urface of the wing Was 
found to be unnecessary. 
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It i believed that the high-wing monoplane will be 
the most convenient type for the incorporation of ice-
prevention equipment based on the employment of 
engine waste heat. The successful design of an air-
plane that will be immune from the dangers of ice 
accumulation i ,a far a can be judged from analy i 
and laboratory experiments, only a matter of technical 
developmen t. 
LA GLEY :MEMORIAL AERO AUTICAL LABORATORY, 
ATIONAL ADVI ORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONA TICS, 
LANGLEY FIELD, VA., June 12, 1931 . 
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TABLE I 
CONSTANTS OF HEAT TRANSMI SlON AT VARIOUS A GLES 
OF ATTACK 
ileat transmission (a )=cV" 
Values (or n 
Angle Section I Entire I Cylinder 
o( attack airfoil 
0° 0. 50 0. 79 ......... . 
6° .5 1. 00 ......... . 
12° .60 .83 . .. . .... . . 
1 ° . 5 . 73 ...... . .. . 
0° 
6° 
12° 
18° 
......... .. . .. . .... 0.65 
Values for c 
2.96 
2.29 
2.22 
.9 
0. 683 
.2 7 
.59 
79 
2.14 
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Positive directions of axes and angles (forces and moments) are shown by arrows 
Axis Moment about axis Angle Velocities 
Force I (parallel Linear to axis) Syro- Sym- Positive Designa.- Sym- (compo-Designation bol symbol Designation bol direction tion bol nent along Angular 
LongitudinaL __ X X rolling _____ L LateraL _______ Y Y pitching ____ M 
NormaL ______ Z Z yawing ____ ., N 
Absolute coefficients of moment 
L M N 0.=- G=- 0.=-
I qbS m qcS "qbS 
axis) 
Y--+ Z rolL _____ <I> u I p Z--+X pitch _____ IJ v q 
X--+ Y yaw _____ 
'" 
w I T 
Angle of set of control surface (r lative to neu-
tral position), 5. (Indicate surface by proper 
subscript.) 
4. PROPELLER SYMBOLS 
D, 
p, 
p/D, 
V', 
V., 
T, 
Q, 
Diameter. 
Geometric pitch. 
Pitch ratio. 
Inflow velocity. 
Slipstream velocity. 
Thrust, absolute coefficient GT = ;D4 pn 
Torque, absolute coefficient 0.0 = pn~D5 
P, Power, absolute coefficient Gp = ;05 • pn 
Gs, Speed power coefficient = ~~~:. 
TI , Efficiency. 
n, Revolutions per econd, r . p. s. 
<I>, Effective helix angle = tan·1 (2;rn) 
5. NUMERICAL RELATIONS 
1 hp = 76.04 kg/m/s = 550 Ib./ft./sec. 
1 kg/m/s=0.013I5 hp 
1 mi./hr. =0.44704 m/s 
1 m/s = 2.23693 mi./hr. 
1 lb. =0.4535924277 kg. 
1 kg = 2.2046224 lb. 
1 mi. = 1609.35 m = 5280 fli. 
1 m=3.2808333 ft. 
